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Are you ready for an epic adventure that will test your strategic skills and
keep you on the edge of your seat? Clearing Waves is the gamelit tower
defence novel that you've been waiting for.

In Clearing Waves, you'll join Alex, a young man who finds himself
transported to a strange new world. This world is under attack by waves of
relentless enemies, and it's up to Alex to defend it. With the help of his
newfound allies, Alex must build towers, upgrade his defenses, and use his
wits to survive.

Clearing Waves is a fast-paced, action-packed adventure that will keep you
entertained from beginning to end. With its unique blend of gamelit and
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tower defence elements, Clearing Waves is a must-read for fans of both
genres.

What is gamelit?

Gamelit is a subgenre of fantasy that combines elements of video games
with traditional storytelling. Gamelit novels often feature characters who are
transported to a game-like world, where they must use their skills and
knowledge to survive and complete quests.

Clearing Waves is a gamelit novel that follows Alex, a young man who finds
himself transported to a strange new world. This world is under attack by
waves of relentless enemies, and it's up to Alex to defend it. With the help
of his newfound allies, Alex must build towers, upgrade his defenses, and
use his wits to survive.

What is tower defence?

Tower defence is a strategy game genre in which the player must build
towers to defend their base from waves of enemies. The towers can be
used to attack the enemies, slow them down, or provide other benefits.

Clearing Waves is a tower defence novel that combines the strategic
elements of tower defence with the fast-paced action of a gamelit
adventure. Players will need to use their wits and strategic skills to survive
the waves of enemies and complete the game.

Why you should read Clearing Waves

If you're a fan of gamelit, tower defence, or simply action-packed
adventures, then Clearing Waves is the book for you. With its unique blend
of genres, Clearing Waves is a must-read for any fan of fantasy fiction.



Here are just a few of the reasons why you should read Clearing Waves:

Fast-paced, action-packed adventure

Unique blend of gamelit and tower defence elements

Well-developed characters and storyline

Perfect for fans of gamelit, tower defence, and fantasy fiction

Get your copy of Clearing Waves today!

Clearing Waves is available now on Our Book Library Kindle and
paperback. Click the link below to get your copy today.

Buy Clearing Waves on Our Book Library
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